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Snowfall has been favouring the northern Alps in recent days. This week,
however, it will be Italy and the southern Alps that do best, with some significant
snow expected on Wednesday and Thursday.
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Further north there will be little or no snow in the short term, and although a
weak Foehn wind will raise temperatures a fraction, there will be no drastic thaw
and conditions should remain relatively good.

The snow quality
equation

Detailed forecast:

What is the Foehn?

Austria

Avoiding rain

On Tuesday, snow flurries will give a few more cm in places, chiefly in the south
and east (east of Innsbruck). It will be drier and brighter in the western Austrian
Alps and snow flurries elsewhere should slowly die out later in the day.
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Wednesday will be mostly dry but rather cloudy in the south, brighter with
some sunshine in the north and west. It will feel a little milder, especially in the
north.
Thursday will see snow spreading across the Italian border into Carinthia (e.g.
Nassfeld) and parts of the OstTirol (e.g. Lienz). Most other regions will be dry if
rather cloudy with the best of any brightness in the north and west.
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Plenty of snow now at resort level in Kitzbühel, but that's it for a while  Photo: kitz.net

France
Tuesday will start mostly sunny, but some high cloud will spread in later in the
day, particularly in the southern Alps.
Wednesday will see snow (8001000m) for the southern French Alps,
particularly the far south (e.g. Isola 2000) where some significant accumulations
are likely. The northern Alps will be mostly dry, but with lots of high cloud
blotting out the sun at times.
Thursday will see little change with the chance of further snow in the southern
Alps, and mostly dry but rather cloudy further north.

Italy
Tuesday will be dry with plenty of sunshine in the western Italian Alps (e.g.
Sestriere, Courmayeur, Cervinia). Further east, there may be more cloud and the
odd snow flurry, particularly at first, but some brighter spells are expected too.
On Wednesday it will be the Dolomites that see the most sun, while snow
flurries are expected to develop in the west, heaviest to the west and southwest

of Turin (e.g. Sestriere, Limone).
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On Thursday most of the Italian Alps are likely to see some snow at times,
heaviest in the eastern Aosta valley (e.g. Pila) through Lombardy (e.g. Livigno)
and into the western Dolomites (e.g. Madonna di Campiglio).
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Bright today in the Monterosa region, but more snow is expected midweek. This is Gressoney.
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Switzerland
Tuesday will be mostly dry with sunny spells across all Swiss resorts.
Wednesday will remain dry and fairly bright across the central and northern
Swiss Alps, but cloud will thicken in the south with the chance of a few snow
flurries spilling across the Italian border later (e.g. into Zermatt).
Thursday will see little change with further snow possible close to the Italian
border, but will be drier and increasingly bright the further north you go.

Outlook:
It will remain changeable through the weekend with further snow in places,
chiefly in the southern and eastern Alps.

Next detailed snow forecast will be on Friday 31 January 2014, but see
Today in the Alps for daily updates
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Contact us...
Got a burning question about
weather or snow
conditions in the Alps?
Contact us and we'll do our best
to answer it...
E: info@weathertoski.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 3151 3154
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